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FOREWORD 

Blackpool Airport Enterprise Zone is a focal point of the commercial renaissance of the Fylde Coast and presents a golden opportunity to deliver 
a step change in both the market’s preceptions of the Fylde Coast and its economic growth prospects. Over the next 23 years, our challenge is 
how we facilitate growth and investment, manage and deliver the benefits of new investment and meet the needs of local businesses. 

Blackpool needs little introduction as a mainstream tourist destination. World famous for the Blackpool Tower, the Golden Mile, three distinctive 
piers, seven miles of golden sandy beaches, the Illuminations and the biggest portfolio of visitor attractions outside London. Blackpool is 
well-known and well-loved and remains the UK’s most popular seaside resort with over 18 million visitors a year. 

What is less known is the billion pound regeneration and investment programme that is taking place across Blackpool. Blackpool Airport 
Enterprise Zone is just one of several, high profile, multi-million pound schemes. More than £570m has already been invested over the past 
decade to transform Blackpool, including improvements to the promenade, creating engaging public spaces, investment in our historic 
attractions in particular Blackpool Tower and the Winter Gardens and improvements in the tramways and sea defences. 

Many new schemes are in the pipeline that will continue to revitalise Blackpool town centre and Blackpool Council is dedicated to delivering the 
next phase of Blackpool’s £1 billion Growth & Prosperity Programme, which is looking to attract greater levels of investment for further success. 
Further investment in Blackpool Airport Enterprise Zone will support the continuing transformation of Blackpool.  

It is vital that we develop modern, quality employment space that reflects the needs of today’s industries and demonstrates a forward-thinking 
dynamic image of Blackpool and the Fylde Coast, as a serious contender and game changer for North West commerce. 

To ensure the Enterprise Zone has a significant, positive impact on the local area, we will be proactive, listening to and working with, existing 
owner/occupiers on the site and our neighbours. We will create more sustainable long terms jobs and skills for the people of the Fylde Coast and 
help them to get the training they need locally. 

Future growth depends on the approach we take at this early stage of development. Getting core infrastructure right from the offset and how 
we manage resources, will be a key factor in the overall success of the Enterprise Zone. The government clearly sets out long term objectives for 
Enterprise Zones across the UK and this guidance from government will also play a key role in the successful delivery of the site. 

In this Masterplan we set out the context for delivery and growth. We have identified challenges, opportunities and actions needed for each 
element of the development, that will play a unique and important part in realising the overall vision for the site. This Masterplan sets out the 
vision of how the Enterprise Zone may develop through a collaboration of public and private sector over the coming years, underpinned by 
substantial investment by Blackpool Council.

We are passionate about making Blackpool a key player and an important employment destination of the future and we are committed to 
maximising the economic and social benefits available to us that will make Blackpool and the Fylde Coast a better place to live, work and do 
business. 

Neil Jack, Chief Executive, Blackpool Council

This Masterplan sets out our views and aims to realise our vision: 

“TO MAKE BLACKPOOL AIRPORT 
ENTERPRISE ZONE A PREMIER 
BUSINESS LOCATION IN THE 
NORTH WEST.”
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INTRODUCTION

Established in April 2016, Blackpool Airport Enterprise Zone is 
a 144 hectare site and is one of the largest in the UK. 
Over its 25 year lifespan it will transform the economic base 
of Blackpool & the Fylde Coast and position itself as a premier 
business location in the North West.

It is one of four Enterprise Zones in Lancashire which combine into one world-class and 
overarching investment destination – the Lancashire Advanced Manufacturing and Energy 
Cluster (LAMEC) – a key part of the Northern Powerhouse Industrial Strategy.

The site sits on the Fylde Coast and is dominated by two key features, the airport at the 
western end of the Enterprise Zone and the former Wellington Bomber Factory at the 
north-eastern corner of the site. Straddling the boundary between the Borough of Fylde 
(55%) and Blackpool (45%), the site is centred on the existing Squires Gate and Blackpool 
Business Park employment areas and the fully operational CAT 3 Blackpool Airport. 
Blackpool Council purchased Blackpool Airport in September 2017 making the Council the 
majority landowner on the Enterprise Zone. 

Squires Gate

Blackpool South
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Blackpool North

CGI Aerial of the Masterplan

M55 
JUNCTION 4
& M6

BLACKPOOL
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The Enterprise Zone will be delivered through a partnership between 
Blackpool Council, Fylde Council and the Lancashire Enterprise 
Partnership. Blackpool Council is the accountable body and will take 
the lead in delivering the objectives for the Enterprise Zone. 

Jan 2015 Initial bid for EZ status 

Nov 2015 EZ status awarded 

April 2016 EZ starts 25 year lifespan to 2041 

July 2016 Initial £1.6m funding awarded by Blackpool Council 

Nov 2016 Memorandum of Understanding signed 

Dec 2016 Existing Business Rate baseline set

Jan 2017 £50,000 awarded by MHCLG for master planning  

Mar 2017 Masterplan commissioned to Mott MacDonald

April 2017 Business Rate Relief incentive starts 

Sep 2017 Blackpool Council repurchases Blackpool Airport 

Oct – Dec 2017 Masterplan public consultation takes place 

Feb 2018 Masterplan approved by Blackpool Council 

Feb 2018 Masterplan approved by Fylde Borough Council 

31 March 2022 Deadline for Business Rates Relief applications 

23 Nov 2023  Deadline for Enhanced Capital Allowance 
applications 

31 March 2041 Enterprise Zone status ends 

Situated on a major trunk road a few 
minutes drive from Junction 4 of the 
M55, the Enterprise Zone provides 
easy access to the national motorway 
network. It is serviced by regular 
trains at Squires Gate train station 
and frequent bus and tram services 
for Fylde Coast connections. 

Data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA, GEBCO

Data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA, GEBCO

Data SIO, NOAA, U.S. Navy, NGA, GEBCO

Image © 2017 Getmapping plc

Image © 2017 Getmapping plc

Image © 2017 Getmapping plc

Image © 2017 DigitalGlobe

Image © 2017 DigitalGlobe

Image © 2017 DigitalGlobe
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BLACKPOOL AIRPORT 

Blackpool Airport, owned by Blackpool Council since September 2017 when it was reacquired from Balfour Beatty, was one of the first aviation 
sites in the UK, with a history dating back to 1909. 

The airport has a 1,869 metre long runway with 34,000 movements a year. The airport is fully operational at category 3 but has the capacity to 
upgrade at short notice to category 6 operations. The management contractor is RCA and the main areas of operation include: 

•  Babcock Offshore Mission Critical Services Offshore Ltd (Eurocopter AS365 Dauphins) to the oil and gas platforms in Liverpool and Morecambe 
Bays on behalf of Spirit Energy

• The North West Air Ambulance 
• Westfair Flying School, Engineering and Corporate Aviation Services
• Several fixed wing and helicopter flying schools 
• Handling agents, executive private jets and bespoke aviation solutions from Hangar 3 
• Handling agents J Max Air Services 
• Various fixed wing and rotary maintenance organisations 
•  General aviation services including circuits, instrument training, night flying, aircraft parking, refuelling and a new lounge and flight 
 briefing facility
• The airport is regularly used for military training flights and for medevac flights 
• There are no current scheduled air services – but work ongoing to re-introduce regional and domestic service 

An independent report commissioned from York Aviation, will be presented in Autumn 2018, recommending a business strategy for maximising 
the airport’s market opportunities and to drive future aviation-related revenue streams.
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THE OFFER 

Blackpool Airport Enterprise Zone will be one of the North West’s 
Premier Business Locations offering connected, high quality business 
and industrial premises within an excellent setting. 

The Enterprise Zone will build upon: 
•  Its legacy as an international airport, connecting Blackpool with a 

global audience
•  Part of the Lancashire Advanced Manufacturing and Energy Cluster 

– a key part of the Northern Powerhouse Industrial Strategy 
•  Its proximity to Blackpool town centre and its world renowned 

visitor attractions
•  Its links with the adjacent Blackpool Retail Park and surrounding 

retail offer including Aldi, Morrisons, Lidl, Halfords, Currys PC World, 
Harveys Furniture, Pets at Home and TK Maxx 

•  Its links to home grown skills, knowledge and services including 
the Enterprise Zone’s Energy HQ, a flagship training and education 
centre run by the Blackpool & The Fylde College

•  Its excellent accessibility to the M55 and onward connectivity to the 
national motorway network and excellent regular local train, bus 
and tram routes connecting the Fylde Coast and beyond

•  Its coastal setting and its influence and proximity to The UK’s Energy 
Coast, an internationally significant energy and chemical industries 
cluster 

The Enterprise Zone will help to: 
• Provide, consolidate and update infrastructure 
•  Unlock development sites and provide an opportunity to 

accommodate larger footprint occupiers not currently available in 
Blackpool and the Fylde Coast

• Attract new business and enable local business growth
• Create jobs and deliver long-term sustainable employment
• Raise the profile of Blackpool as a business destination
• Offer initial financial incentives

THE OBJECTIVES 

The following objectives have been set out to help deliver the Vision 
for Blackpool Airport Enterprise Zone:
•  To meet the demand of modern businesses from a diverse range 

of sectors by continually adapting the Masterplan through the 
promotion of key character areas 

•  To provide a fully connected, modern business park with enhanced 
infrastructure with an emphasis on sustainable transport, increased 
accessibility and navigation both in and around the Enterprise Zone 

•  To ensure that utilities and other business critical infrastructure is 
competitive with other national and international locations and seek 
out low carbon and green alternatives where feasible 

•  To main high levels of awareness and encouraging new investment 
through strong branding and marketing, promoting the Enterprise 
Zone as a leading location for inward investment 

•  To provide support for new and existing companies to improve their 
competitiveness and create an environment where the exchange 
of ideas, innovation and knowledge is harnessed and shared for 
sustainable future growth

•  To deliver a high quality and sustainable urban environment where 
cutting-edge architecture is complemented with healthy, safe and 
connected spaces to create an interesting, active and engaged 
place to work and do business 

•  To protect the airport’s future by supporting the ongoing operations 
and expansion of the airport 
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As an established business location on the Fylde Coast, there is already momentum and a strong employment base on which to build future 
development. 

As the accountable body, Blackpool Council has allocated £28.8m capital funding to deliver the first three years of development which will 
provide essential infrastructure such as roads, water, gas and electricity to the site, to create opportunities for growth and help to attract inward 
investment. 

The plan shows activity in the first three years of delivery. This includes enhancement and upgrades to existing services and providing essential 
infrastructure (including assembly and regulatory approval) whilst also seeking to generate as much revenue as possible in the early years. 

The infrastructure delivery over the first three years will be led by the Council within Area 1 (shaded green), but will also encompass some 
private sector development. This area will lead the delivery by unlocking land and sites for disposal and creating revenue. Following this Council 
led development, activity will occur within the airport estate, Area 4 (shaded yellow) to allow for redevelopment in future years of other lands 
currently occupied by airport buildings. Throughout the first three years it is anticipated that various private and public sector developments will 
take place across various sites in Area 2 (shaded blue). 

Established in April 2016, Blackpool Airport Enterprise Zone is a 144 hectare site and 
is one of the largest in the UK. Over its 25 year lifespan it will transform the economic 
base of Blackpool & the Fylde Coast and position itself as a premier business location in 
the North West.

PROGRESS

EZ Development Update

Area 1

Area 2

Area 3

Area 4
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Since April 2016 The Enterprise Zone has attracted:

•  Relocation of Common Edge sports facilities
•  Provision of 2 x third generation floodlit pitches
•  Potential additional sports and leisure facilities 
•  Open up greenbelt land for development of larger footplate 

manufacturing and distribution (B2/B8)
•  New eastern access route from Common Edge/Queensway
•  Associated drainage and utilities which will serve subsequent phases 
•  Extension of new access route, contingency and EIA archaeology 
•  Other acquisitions and some private sector investment

AREA 1 (GREEN)

•  Commercial development/redevelopment of sites by private sector 
and/or public sector through JV and developer partnershipsAREA 2 (BLUE)

•  Acquisition and relocation of outdated operational aviation 
infrastructure at Blackpool Airport including control tower, hangars, 
fuel farm, aircraft parking aprons, other operational buildings 
particularly helicopter based operations 

AREA 4 (YELLOW)

More than 650 jobs to site

7 private sector developments 
completed by August 2018 

Relocated companies

New Enterprise Zone developments already contribute over £700,000 
per year of retained business rates

Over 180 business and 
property enquiries

650

7

52

£700,000

180

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITY SHOWN IN PLAN 
FIRST THREE YEARS ONLY

AREA 3 (RED) •  Potential demolition and phased re-development of existing factory 
buildings and other structures
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THE MASTERPLAN 

A practical development Masterplan provides a framework for 
shaping the future delivery of this site. An initial report provided 
an assessment of existing conditions, key issues, constraints and 
opportunities covering transport, utilities and environmental factors 
through extensive site visits and desk top research. Key elements 
were identified including some highways changes, the retention of 
the airport runway in its current form, the long term removal of the 
former Wellington Bomber Factory and some residential use on the 
eastern perimeter. 

The Masterplan has identified six interconnected character zones 
which each contribute to the wider area, whilst serving their own 
function:

1.  Knowledge Quarter – the home of business, research, development 
and education 

2. Airport Zone – focused on viable and high quality airport operations 
3.  Business Hub – key development sites identified along the existing 

Amy Johnson Way 
4.  Innovation Gateway – A new gateway and landmark building will 

create a new active business hub 
5.  Industrial Heart - state of the art industry at its heart provides a mix 

of advanced manufacturing, light industrial and logistics to serve 
the industrial needs of the region

6.  Third Space /Sports Village – key eastern access gateway site 
providing space for activity, engagement and networking alongside 
local communities
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The plan above provides an indicative vision for the development of the Blackpool Airport Enterprise Zone by 2041 and is framed around the 
creation of a place focussed business and industrial park use. Key features of the Masterplan through shaping the form, movement and space 
within the site are: 

•  Form - The form is focussed around creating a useable and active economic context
•  Urban Grain – The urban grain with large footplates reflects the need to improve large employment spaces, whilst also reflecting its urban 

edge setting. This is done by reducing the density of the urban grain from the tight grain of the residential areas to the north. Coupled with a 
strong frontage onto Squires Gate Lane and defines a new primary gateway to the site 

•  Scale and Massing – The scale and massing of the proposed site further defines the site’s operation as a business and industrial park, 
distinguishing it clearly from the surrounding context. The massing strategy is to increase scale at the key gateways (Squires Gate Lane and 
Common Edge Road) and along the key eastern boulevard to define key uses of manufacturing and business. The massing then seeks to 
increase scale to the centre of the site with buildings to the edge restricted to mitigate impact surrounding residents and airport operation 

•  Built Form – The proposed built form is to create modern, efficient and flexible industrial and business premises. The design materials and 
scale will be sensitive to residential uses and airport operations surrounding the site 

•  Movement – The masterplan has been developed to facilitate efficient movement of employees, visitors and goods through the site. The layout 
seeks to encourage active travel through multi-modal streets which are punctuated by attractive and strategically located public spaces. Two 
primary corridors are created to encourage movement along these corridors and to focus activity within the site. These corridors will serve 
secondary roads to provide each plot with its own dedicated access 

•  Space - The Masterplan outlines a generous provision of green space. The place driven approach to site design has been shaped on the 
principle of creating an enhanced place to do business for investors and visitors to the site.  Public spaces will frame the new properties within 
the site and three key zones will act as landmarks for the site and define the character of the place.  A new high street-style will be created at 
the centre of the EZ and will provide an enhanced public realm featuring cafés, local retail and services, outdoor seating and pedestrian and 
cycling areas, as well as slowing traffic

•  Road Junctions - Alternative materials will help visually reduce the scale and impact of the road on the north approach and reduce 
acceleration through the High Street Zone and throughout the site 
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THE DELIVERY PLAN 

The Delivery Plan, modelled on the Masterplan, has been developed as a tool to outline the potential of the site in terms of floor space, 
employment, business rates growth and impact on GVA. It will help develop, track and support delivery by local partners, to reassure stakeholders 
that there is realistic approach being adopted and an ability to deliver. The plan has a particular emphasis on the first five years of development, as 
outlined in the table below. 

It is a live document, updated as the Enterprise Zone delivery progresses. The document will track commercial propositions, target markets and 
delivery outputs by 2022, include a project plan to 2022 to cover investment plans, delivery risks, formal management, governance and delivery 
arrangements, marketing and communications, delivery monitoring mechanisms, and include maps and plans showing the boundaries of tax 
incentive areas and baseline business rates data.

The full extent of enabling infrastructure and its costs have been assessed and the table below shows: 
•  And increased level of potential employment with approx. 5,000 additional jobs estimated
•  A cumulative Gross Value Added total over five years of £232m and £2.08b over the Enterprise Zone lifetime
•  Significantly increased infrastructure and delivery costs as the full extent of required infrastructure is understood and additional elements 

including strategic land acquisitions and allowance for contributions to the cost of developing alternative operational airport infrastructure to 
release land for development have been included

•  Higher potential income from retained business rates growth adjusted to allow for optimism bias on potential take up and displacement of 
firms locally

Enterprise Zone Outputs 

Approved Masterplan

2018 -22 (1st 5 years) Lifetime total 

Number of occupying businesses 133 284 

Floorspace take-up  (sq m) 95,518                                  270,002

Net jobs profile 1,513 4,989

Generated annual business rates £1.75m by 2022 £5.19m by 2038 

Cumulative business rates generated £3.60m £73.31m 

Cumulative Gross Value Added £231.94m £2.08bn

THE DELIVERY TEAM 

In July 2016 the Council approved up to an initial £1.6m over five years to support the delivery of the Enterprise Zone – subject to that pump 
priming funding being recouped over time via retained business rates growth and partner contributions. Up to 31st March 2018, some £295,000 
of that expenditure has been incurred in relation to the Enterprise Zone. A small group dedicated to the Enterprise Zone delivery, including an 
officer seconded from Fylde Borough Council is part of the Blackpool Growth and Prosperity Team. The team, headed by Rob Green, has laid 
the foundations for the Enterprise Zone and overseen the production of the Masterplan and Delivery Plan, undertaking initial promotion of the 
Enterprise Zone and the development and implementation of the rates relief protocol.

GROWTH & JOBS

The declaration of the area as an Enterprise Zone in April 2016 has triggered fresh interest from businesses looking for sites and premises in the 
region. Incentives of business rates relief or tax rebates for plant and equipment purchases have also led to renewed investment and construction 
in the Amy Johnson Way area. 

Since April 2016 interest in the Enterprise Zone has gathered pace and has welcomed 52 companies relocating to the site, creating more than 650 
new jobs in the area. To date, over 180 business enquiries have been generated and there are wide variety of live commercial property enquiries 
from local and regional businesses looking to expand, relocate or build within the Enterprise Zone. There is a strong pipeline of interest from 
potential occupiers awaiting the availability of development plots for bespoke requirements. For example:

Potential Pipeline Developments for Phase 1 Delivery

Sector Size Type of Premises 

Food manufacturing and production 40,000 sq ft (3,716 sq m) Bespoke Design & Build

Precision Engineering 30,000 sq ft (2,787 sq m) Bespoke Design & Build

Medical Technologies 30,000 sq ft (2,787 sq m) Bespoke Design & Build

The Masterplan depicts how the Enterprise Zone may develop over the remaining 23 years, but it is recognised that the economic environment in 
which it exists will continually evolve and a full review of the Masterplan will be undertaken every five years to evaluate what has been achieved 
and new opportunities and challenges.

Over the next 23 years (till 2041) Blackpool Airport Enterprise Zone is projected to attract:
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 £300m private investment

Up to 140 new businesses

Up to 5,000 new jobs

270,002 sq m potential 
employment floorspace

£300m

140

5,000

270,002

FISCAL INCENTIVES PLAN

Enterprise Zones are designed to encourage early economic growth 
and investment and so businesses that locate on the Enterprise Zone, 
as long as they meet qualifying criteria i.e. experiencing business 
growth, can access a number of mutually exclusive benefits:

•  Up to 100% business rate discount worth up to £275,000 per 
business over a five year period

•  Or Enhanced Capital Allowances (tax relief) to businesses making 
large investments in new plant and machinery up to €125 million 
available

As the fiscal benefits are only available for a short period of time, 
it is essential that the benefits are used to their best advantage to 
generate development and occupier momentum in order to establish 
the Enterprise Zone a desirable business location and to maximise 
potential.

BUSINESS RATES RELIEF

The local authorities Blackpool and Fylde, are able to grant business 
rates relief up to £275,000 over a five year period, subject to European 
state aid limits, where the business moves onto the designated 
Enterprise Zone until 31st March 2022. 

Who can apply? 
• New ratepayers moving into the Enterprise Zone 
•  Existing ratepayers relocating within the zones that are experiencing 

significant business growth 
•  Property developers for time limited periods prior to tenant 

occupation

QUALIFYING BUSINESSES 

The focus is on encouraging business growth and not displacement 
from the Enterprise Zone and the local authorities have decided to 
offer the maximum levels of relief to target sectors within bespoke 
qualifying criteria, whilst supporting micro-enterprises from any 
sector, commercial landlords looking to develop the site and 
applicants moving from outside of the Fylde Coast economic area to 
the EZ whose main business is to provide professional, financial or 
logistical support to the target sectors. 

ENHANCED CAPITAL ALLOWANCES 

First year allowances of 100% are intended to contribute to this 
objective by promoting investment by capital intensive companies in a 
limited number of designated assisted areas within Enterprise Zones. 

Who can apply? 
Companies investing in new plant or machinery in designated 
enhanced capital allowance (ECA) sites within the Enterprise Zone.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

This measure extends to November 2023 where businesses investing 
in new plant and machinery in ECA sites can qualify for 100% capital 
allowances. Unincorporated businesses, including partnerships with 
corporate partners, are not eligible for special relief in Enterprise 
Zones and certain sectors are excluded. 

Because every company has a unique tax position, each application 
would be individually considered by HMRC. For more information 
please visit: www.gov.uk/government/publications/enterprise-
zones-enhanced-capital-allowances

© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Blackpool Borough Council Licence No.100019178. 2015. Drawn By: DA  |  Date: 08/02/2016

Key

Blackpool Airport Corridor EZ Boundary
Blackpool Borough Boundary
Enhanced Capital Allowances
Business Rates Relief
150m Clearance from Centre of Main Runway

© Crown copyright. All rights reserved. Blackpool Borough Council Licence No.100019178. 2015. Drawn By: DA  |  Date: 08/02/2016

Key

Blackpool Airport Corridor EZ Boundary
Blackpool Borough Boundary
Enhanced Capital Allowances
Business Rates Relief
150m Clearance from Centre of Main Runway

Blackpool Airport Corridor EZ - Enhanced 
Capital Allowances & Rates Relief Areas 
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TARGET SECTORS 

Because of the existing strengths of particular sectors on the Fylde Coast Airport Enterprise Zone has targeted priority sectors for key jobs 
growth. Due to the existing employment use already on site, applications from other sectors will be considered on their individual merits. 

•  Energy 
•  Advanced manufacturing and engineering 
•  Food and drink manufacturing 
•  Digital and creative 
•  Aviation 
•  Back office administration

LAND USE AND PROPERTY MARKET ASSESSMENT 
(UNDERTAKEN BY BE GROUP 2017)

INDUSTRIAL

THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR

The provision of industrial accommodation will be the key defining market for the growth of the Enterprise Zone with most sectors targeted by 
the Enterprise aligned with industrial uses (B2/B8). 

Current occupier interest is strongest in the B2 manufacturing sector. Interest is generally generated by businesses already in the Blackpool and 
Fylde area, looking for alternative premises as their requirements change. There has also been an interest from businesses from outside the Fylde 
Coast. Typically, the bulk of local transactions in Blackpool and the Fylde Coast for industrial/warehousing units is less than 1,000 sq m (approx. 
10,800 sq ft). This will remain an important area for growth and demand in the Enterprise Zone. 

Larger requirements will represent higher profile, design and build requirements in the market however, there will be an ongoing demand for 
small industrial units and for built premises, likely to be leased out, as well as sites for bespoke built premises. 

The expectation will be for high quality, clean industrial space, with a significant office component, comprising a hybrid of industrial and office 
units. There may also be some demand for equipment storage uses or ‘satellite’ logistics/warehouse uses.

THE ENERGY SECTOR

The market has yet to see a significant surge in demand for industrial/warehousing units from the energy sector, although there is considerable 
potential for a sudden upturn in demand due to the changeable nature of this sector and variations in requirements in relatively short periods of 
time. Also the progress of unconventional gas exploration just 2km from the Enterprise Zone site will also have an influence on demand. Uses 
would include componentry manufacturers, engineering, maintenance of equipment etc. There would also be a likely requirement for storage 
of plant and equipment that would be used by energy producers, e.g. lay-down of wind turbines, lay-down of drill rigging and casing for gas 
exploration and production and storage of construction equipment. 

Some energy generation uses are likely to conflict with the function of the airport such as wind turbines and solar. However, there may be interest 
in on-shore gas drilling in the coming years.

AVIATION

Aviation sector requirements will encompass a mix of engineering aircraft components, maintenance of aircraft and storage of aircraft, both 
airside and non-airside usage. The location and design should allow for flexibility and to allow for growth in both airside and non-airside markets 
as the market dictates.
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INDUSTRIAL AND WAREHOUSE REQUIREMENTS

Criteria Comments 

Unit sizes Approx. 250 – 1,000 sq m. Speculatively built premises available for lease/sale. 

Larger units 2,000 – 3,000 sq m, 5,000 – 7,000 sq m and 8,000 – 10,000 sq m  
A mix of design and build premises, could be sub-divided. 

Flexible start-up workshop spaces (less than 100 sq m) to attract micro-businesses looking to locate within a 
significant industrial area.  

Lay-down space for energy sector plant and equipment - hardstand areas with workshop space approx. 
0.5 – 2 ha.

Location characteristics Units provided throughout the Enterprise Zone. High visibility locations not generally required. 

Access and turning points for heavy vehicles required. 

A redevelopment of the former bomber factory to include a range of industrial unit sizes, with improved links to 
emerging areas to the south and the east.

Locations for 24/7 operations without undue impacts on sensitive uses or the airport. Some units required 
airside for servicing and storage of aircraft. Units would also be required in easy access to the airport (but not 
necessarily airside) for businesses that service the aviation sector.

Timing Demand for immediate growth and ongoing demand for the roll-out of premises over the lifetime of the 
Enterprise Zone. 

The response to the Enterprise Zone has been strong and resulted in an upturn in development and interest. 
There is a level of market frustration as businesses cannot obtain adequate sites in the Enterprise Zone. Early 
roll-out of a range of plot sizes will relieve this tension and deliver early growth for the Enterprise Zone. 

Market Prospects The market prospects for the industrial sector are positive. There appears to be a positivity in the market with 
manufacturing and engineering businesses looking to expand. 
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Criteria Comments 

Unit sizes Approx. 50 – 200 sq m, built as part of larger buildings i.e. two or three storeys (1,500 – 2,500 sq m). This would 
provide flexibility. Such buildings would require 0.2 – 0.5 ha. Depending on layout and car parking provision etc. 

Serviced offices including offices up to 100 sq m, desk spaces and shared facilities would a desirable element, 
allowing new businesses to enter the market and should be collated with conventional office space. 

Location characteristics The next phase of offices should be adjacent to Blackpool Business Park as an expansion of this area. Some 
offices to be provided in proximity to the airport for office-based aviation businesses links.

Main road frontage is not essential, although links to public transport routes are desirable. Businesses would 
expect an adequate level of dedicated car parking spaces. 

Services for workers e.g. lunch options, retail, personal services etc should be within a comfortable walking 
distance. 

Landscaping and green spaces would add to the amenity of the office space and thus would be compatible with 
the sporting fields. Offices have low impacts on residential uses. 

Timing Short term requirement for further office buildings providing a range of small unit sizes. Ongoing requirement 
for small and medium premises. 

Market Prospects The main limiting factor is the lack of developer interest in building offices on a speculative basis. There appears 
to be a moderate and steady office demand that is starting to be limited by a shrinking choice of premises. 

The Enterprise Zone has a strong potential to attract office-based energy sector operators and be marketed as a 
multi-faceted business park.

OFFICE REQUIREMENTS

OFFICE

Blackpool Business Park, within the Enterprise Zone, is already one of the key destinations for office space in the Blackpool and Fylde area. It has a 
reputation for quality premises in the Blackpool market and achieves above average rental prices. Further office stock of a similar quality and size 
would be required within a short timeframe to ensure the continued orderly growth of the Enterprise Zone. This would be dominant unit form for 
the digital and creative, professional services and a significant proportion of the energy sector, all target sectors identified for the Enterprise Zone.

The market would be for initially smaller units, necessitating office schemes of multiple units for lease. With momentum and reputation built over 
time, there would be opportunities for larger units, thus stimulating more speculative office developments.

PUB/RESTAURANT REQUIREMENTS

Criteria Comments 

Unit sizes Approx. 200 – 600 sq m.

Location characteristics Require high profile/visible sites. Preference for junction locations and adjacent to other high footfall uses e.g. 
retail. Standalone buildings with car parking. A pub/restaurant serving the Enterprise Zone workforce should be 
co-located with existing retail or future retailing in the east of the site.

Timing The existing pub/restaurant offer is sufficient at present. Opening up of the east side would support a further 
facility in the medium to long term. Timing would be driven by growth of retail surrounding the sports facilities.

Market Prospects Market prospects for a pub/restaurant at the eastern side of the Enterprise Zone are relatively strong in the 
medium to longer terms. 

RETAIL

The retail park fronting Squires Gate Lane provides a function as a lunch-time location and top-up shop facility for the Enterprise Zone 
workforce. There may be opportunities for small scale ancillary retail targeted to users of the new sports facilities at the eastern access to the site 
up to 350 sq m.

PUB/RESTAURANT

There are two existing pubs/restaurants in the vicinity, one at the entrance to the airport and another refurbished public house on Squires Gate 
Lane, adjacent to the main access road to the Enterprise Zone. Both serve the local residents, passing trade and provide a venue for workers of 
the Enterprise Zone. There may be potential for another pub/restaurant to provide choice in the market, preferably located more to the east or 
central to the site. This would be closer to the higher concentrations of existing and anticipated workers, improving convenience and accessibility 
for these workers. Pubs/restaurants are higher value uses and can help drive and fund development of the site and broaden the array of uses 
which can attract potential core occupiers and also shield sensitive areas from higher impact uses. 
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CAR SHOWROOMS

There are currently successfully operating showrooms along Amy Johnson Way which represent an intermediary use between the retail park and 
the Blackpool Business Park. Car showrooms benefit from co-locating with other car showrooms, creating a collectively high profile and allowing 
potential buyers to compare products at one location. As part of the delivery we are aiming to bring forward development sites with a higher 
profile and road side frontage along Squires Gate Lane.

RESIDENTIAL

A single site with the potential for up to 56 residential units has been identified on the eastern flank of the Enterprise Zone and Common Edge 
Road. Residential dwellings are located very near to the boundaries of the Enterprise Zone to the east, west and north. The employment and 
housing uses have coexisted for many years.  Residential land uses are higher value and can provide a more immediate stream of income rather 
than other uses in a mixed-use project. Residential can also improve the overall amenity of boundary sites.

TRAINING COLLEGE

The Lancashire Energy HQ opened in September 2017 and is run by 
Blackpool and The Fylde College. Level 2 and Level 3 courses have 
commenced, providing training and skills for construction, operation 
and maintenance in the energy sector and is an important asset to 
the Enterprise Zone. The Enterprise Zone would be an ideal location 
for further vocational development including aviation related activity. 
Whilst not overlapping courses at Energy HQ, a further training facility 
for other allied sectors such as engineering, creative and digital, food 
processing and aviation would be beneficial.

GYM AND OTHER LEISURE USES

Gyms specifically occupy a wider range of premises, including standalone facilities, integrate leisure/community centres, retail parks and town 
centre/high street locations. The gym market includes national and independent brands that target budget, high performance, full service or 
premium markets.   

The primary location for any leisure use would be as part of the proposed relocated playing fields at the south end and the eastern gateway 
of the site. This would provide mutual benefits to sports clubs and the gym operator, broadening the activeness and visibility of both. As part 
of a consolidated sporting club and fitness complex, there could be further opportunities to provide a broader facility, including meeting/
conferencing spaces, bar and club restaurant. This would require additional investment from the sporting clubs which should be the focus of the 
facility. A gym facility as part of this complex could be used by club members and the wider public.
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KEY DEVELOPMENT SITES WITHIN THE ENTERPRISE ZONE 

Given the variety of land use opportunities, the following key potential redevelopment parcels have been identified: 

THE FORMER WELLINGTON BOMBER FACTORY, SQUIRES GATE LANE

This 102,500 sq m factory building occupies over 10% of the whole site area of the Enterprise Zone and with the appropriate level of investment 
presents a strategic, high profile opportunity for redevelopment and is a key part of the regeneration plans for the Enterprise Zone. 

A very large building, on a prominent, road fronting, corner site, with dedicated access from Squires Gate Lane is however, currently beyond its 
useful economic life and requires significant investment to refurbish or redevelop to an acceptable standard and support relocation of existing 
local employment. Cost estimates undertaken thus far indicate that a full demolition is unlikely to be economic at this stage so a partial or phased 
removal of the building may be a preferred option. The building is structured so that it would be relatively easy to break down in phases which 
would allow existing uses to be retained, whilst introducing new ones. The significant hard stand of the area would be a good match for lay-down 
areas for plant and equipment related to the energy sector. 

Attractive, high value uses would be encouraged at the frontage to Squires Gate Lane and would present a high quality, corporate image of 
the Enterprise Zone. High value uses can also be used to shield less attractive uses from the main road. The former bomber factory would not 
become an extension of the existing retail or business park but should present its own identity within the site.

PLAYING FIELD AND EASTERN VACANT SITES 

In order to maximise redevelopment opportunities in the early stages of development, it has been proposed to relocate the existing playing fields 
in the east of the Enterprise Zone further south, freeing up development space, and representing a significant critical mass of developable space 
within the Enterprise Zone. 

Part of this area would provide for the extension of the Blackpool Business Park as the park reaches capacity. The existing business park has been 
well received in the market with solid take ups and good returns and has been the main driver of growth in the Enterprise Zone in recent years.

There is ongoing demand from further owner/occupiers seeking space in the business park but primarily this area should be the focus for larger 
businesses that are unable to find appropriate sites/premises in and around Blackpool at present.

The masterplan also includes a new major gateway into the Enterprise Zone which is required to improve the overall function and market 
attractiveness of the site. Once opened up, the sites benefiting from the new gateway will become some of the premium development sites 
within the Enterprise Zone. 

TENNIS CENTRE
LEISURE/FITNESS SUITE/CAFE

FOOTBALL

RIFLE CLUB

CRICKET/SQUASH

SUGGESTED LOCATION 
FOR NEW ROUNDABOUT 

TO MAXIMISE GRASS PITCH 
PROVISION
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AVIATION USES FRONTING SQUIRES GATE LANE 

The masterplan includes the relocation of the existing aviation use further south to relocate key high visibility development sites along the 
frontage of Squires Gate Lane. Opportunities should complement existing uses e.g. hotel, pub and restaurant, Lidl and Aldi along with training 
services that complement the existing offer at Energy HQ. The advantageous positioning would be suitable for commercial offices, car 
showrooms, drive through food/coffee outlets. 

In the longer term, areas south of the frontage sites (currently part of the airport land) could be developed as key locations for higher standard 
office products, targeting significant corporate entities requiring high quality design and architectural standards which would raise the corporate 
profile of the Enterprise Zone and would require maturation of the Enterprise Zone market and a level of private sector investment to help drive 
the development. 

UTILITIES  

The site is well serviced by utilities with gas, electricity, water, telecommunications and drainage all present. Initial recommendations have been 
made for extensions or upgrades but these will require further refinement as the requirement for each development plot are confirmed. In the 
short term, there are opportunities for smart grids for sustainable energy on site and a new gas turbine generation facility that will link into the 
local grid is currently being provided. 

Additional utilities will include:

•  One primary sub-station to serve new development on the former playing fields 
•  Two secondary sub-stations 
•  Reinforcement of existing utilities within the business park 
•  Two new utility ring mains to serve redeveloped airport and expansion of business park to the east. The utility ring will provide gas, water, 

drainage and telecoms
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ACCESS & MOVEMENT 

Blackpool Airport Enterprise Zone is well located in terms of its connections to the wider highway and motorway network and is highly 
accessible by road.  The key aim of the access and movement strategy contained in the Masterplan is to open up access to all parts of the site 
to unlock parcels of land which are currently not accessible. This will make potential investment more attractive and will relieve pressure on the 
surrounding highway network. 

A new eastern access road will provide a much needed second access point to the Enterprise Zone and help to ease congestion during peak 
commuter hours in the local area on Squires Gate Lane, Common Edge Road and surrounding feeder routes.

NEW ROAD AND JUNCTION WITH 
SQUIRES GATE LANE

MARKETING STRATEGY

A marketing strategy identifying how the Enterprise Zone will be supported by Blackpool Council and local commercial property agents. 
Marketing and promotional activity is to be undertaken in partnership with Marketing Lancashire, on behalf of the Local Enterprise Partnership 
and the  Department of International Trade. 

The majority of the marketing will be managed at a local level within the Enterprise Zone Delivery Team and a dedicated marketing officer was 
appointed from May 2018. An annual marketing strategy is now being implemented. 

To facilitate the initial first 3 years of the development the Enterprise Zone Team are actively marketing the site to a range of potential joint 
venture, developer, project management and construction partners in order to get the most out of each development site, maximise expertise 
and increase levels of private sector investment. The search will be promoted through various multi-media channels including the press, social 
media, advertising, direct marketing and presence at various exhibitions and events including MIPIM UK, the national commercial property 
conference.

CLOSURE OF SYCAMORE 
AVENUE JUNCTION

NEW SPINE ROAD THROUGH SITE

LINK TO AMY JOHNSON WAY

ROUNDABOUT AND ACCESS FROM 
COMMON EDGE ROAD
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www.blackpoolez.com

Misrepresentation Act 1967. Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 The Property Misdescriptions 
Act 1991. These particulars are issued without any responsibility on the part of the agent and 
are not to be construed as containing any representation or fact upon which any person is 
entitled to rely. Neither the agent nor any person in their employ has any authority to make or 
give any representation or warranty whatsoever in relation to the property. September 2018. 

Rob Green Head Of Enterprise Zones 
E rob.green@blackpool.gov.uk

Steve Smith Delivery Manager 
E steve.smith@blackpool.gov.uk

Nicole Billington Marketing Officer 
E nicole.billington@blackpool.gov.uk

www.blackpool.gov.uk

www.mottmac.com

Ministry of Housing,
Communities &
Local Government

FURTHER INFORMATION 

For further information on development opportunities at Blackpool 
Airport Enterprise Zone please contact The Enterprise Zone Team, 
Blackpool Council: 

Mott MacDonald’s Baseline Study and full Masterplan can be 
made available to interested parties, on request.

@blackpoolezblackpool-airport-enterprise-zone

Freephone 0808 164 4922



In partnership with

Freephone 0808 164 4922 
www.blackpoolez.com


